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Abstract
We consider the problems of verifying properties

of LOTOS speci�cations with speci�c reference to two
case studies� one of which was proposed by an indus�
trial collaborator� The case studies present quite dif�
ferent veri�cation requirements and we study a range
of veri�cation and validation techniques� based on
various behavioural congruences and preorders� which
may be applied� also using some mechanised tool sup�
port� We consider the implications of the �formal�
proofs which succeed or fail with respect to our desired
properties� and draw some conclusions about the veri�
�cation process�

� Introduction
Over the last few years we have been studying some

of the problems of verifying properties of formal spec�
i�cations written in LOTOS�� the ISO standardised
language ��ISO���	
�� for concurrent� distributed� and
nondeterministic systems Some of the issues tackled
include�

� which kinds of veri�cation are needed� particu�
larly for real case studies�

� how veri�cation can be carried out�

� which techniques are best for di�erent veri�cation
requirements�

� what degree of rigour is required�

� which kinds of proofs can be automated�

� the use of automated tools�

� how speci�cation styles a�ect the veri�cation
tasks�

� what the results of veri�cation reveal about the
speci�cations� and
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� what we can conclude about the state of the art
in LOTOS veri�cation

In this paper we give an overview of some of the
work we have carried out� including the techniques
and tools used� and two kinds of case studies consid�
ered We describe our experiences with two particular
case studies in some detail� a communications proto�
col and a control device for a dual mode radiother�
apy machine The former case study originates from
a major UK defence contractor and the latter is an
abstraction of a real machine While some aspects of
these two particular studies have been reported else�
where� eg in ���� and ����� we use these two studies
here to illustrate what we have learned about various
aspects of the veri�cation issues given above� as well
as reporting on further work on the studies

� LOTOS
The reader is referred to the LOTOS standard ��	�

and ��� for an introduction to LOTOS LOTOS con�
sists of two parts� so�called Basic LOTOS� for describ�
ing interaction and �ow of control� and ACT ONE� for
describing equationally speci�ed abstract data types
Basic LOTOS is very similar to CCS ����� drawing
some aspects� particularly multi�way synchronisation�
from CSP ���

The semantics of LOTOS speci�cations are given
by structured labelled transition systems �de�ned by
inference rules� Various relations based on observ�
able behaviour may be de�ned over these systems� we
have found the most useful relations for veri�cation
purposes are weak bisimulation congruence and the
testing relation cred The full de�nitions of these re�
lations may be found in ��	�

Brie�y� two processes are weak bisimulation congru�
ent if they have the same observable behaviour in all
contexts� ignoring occurrences of the internal action�
and two processes are related via the cred preorder if�
in all contexts� whenever one process passes a test� the
other process does too We choose these relations as
the system under examination will probably have to
interact with other systems� therefore it is important
that it behaves in the same way in all contexts



Two other relations commonly used are strong
bisimulation equivalence and trace equivalence We
generally reject these� the former is often too strong
because it does not give the internal action its un�
observable status� and the latter is too weak because
deadlock properties are not preserved

In this paper� for brevity� we give speci�cations
mainly written in Basic LOTOS However� it is im�
portant to note that a good deal of our work has been
concerned with Full LOTOS� ie speci�cations which
also contain abstract data types� cf ���� and ����

� Veri�cation and Validation
The terms veri�cation and validation may be de�

�ned in a variety of ways in the literature Although
we do not feel that the distinction between them is
crucial� we de�ne them in the following� very general�
terms

veri�cation Formal mathematical manipulation of
properties using known truths and axioms Typ�
ically� more generic properties such as mutual ex�
clusion and freedom from deadlock are consid�
ered

validation Proof by experimentation Validation
typically involves non�exhaustive analysis of a
property speci�c to the particular example by
testing and�or simulation methods� eg observa�
tion of the occurrence of a certain event

Veri�cation and validation are both concerned with
specifying the system in the desired way �with respect
to best practice�� and with specifying the desired sys�
tem �with respect to the informal requirements�

Given this understanding of veri�cation and vali�
dation� what techniques do we have at our disposal to
demonstrate that certain properties hold for a speci�
�cation� Moreover� how may our perception of what
needs to be proved alter with experience of a particu�
lar scenario�

��� Techniques
A veri�cation technique used commonly in the pro�

cess algebra literature is� given two descriptions of the
same system� show that the two descriptions are re�
lated by one of the behavioural relations Although
we most often use a congruence relation �for the rea�
sons given above�� we can also use a preorder� which
expresses some notion of partial speci�cation� ie one
description describes only some aspects of the system�
while the other describes the full system Examples
of the use of these techniques are given in sections �
and ��

Another useful technique� which straddles the bor�
der between veri�cation and validation� is property
testing This technique is based on the ability to ex�
press desirable �or undesirable� properties of a sys�
tem as a test using process algebra Although the
underpinning of this technique is formal �it is based
on testing equivalence ����� it is often automated by
simulation� or state reachability techniques� eg using
LOLA ���� We will give some examples of property

testing and show the use of two di�erent tools for car�
rying out proofs in section �

Finally� we brie�y mention a technique which re�
quires the introduction of another formalism Process
algebra is constructive and useful for expressing prop�
erties in which the ordering of events must be speci�
�ed explicitly� however� we sometimes need to express
properties such as safety and liveness directly� and this
requires a non�constructive formalism such as tempo�
ral logic A more extensive study of this topic may be
found in ����

��� Tools
Although there are many tools available for LO�

TOS� the functionality of most of them is related to
editing� syntax�checking� compilation� etc There are
comparatively few tools which deal with the veri�ca�
tion activities mentioned above We consider some of
the tools we might adopt below

Several tools check equivalence between two process
algebra expressions Those we are aware of can be split
into two groups� those based on semantic reasoning
and those based on syntactic reasoning

The �rst group includes� for example� AUTO ��	��
which is part of the LITE toolkit ����� and C�sar
�
� We consider these tools to be based on seman�
tic reasoning because they transform the speci�cations
into graphs �labelled transition systems� and apply so�
phisticated and e�cient partition algorithms to decide
equivalence These tools have the advantage of speed
and full automation� but� as a special representation
is used� the proof steps �assuming we can look at in�
termediate steps in the proof process� are not infor�
mative In particular� if a proof fails� we may not gain
any information as to why it failed These tools are
also prone to the state explosion problem� and cannot
deal with in�nite graphs �usually �niteness conditions
are applied to the input� thus restricting the range of
processes which can be analysed� A further disad�
vantage of these tools is that they are limited to Basic
LOTOS and it is our intention to be able to reason
about Full LOTOS processes Any attempt to extend
these tools to Full LOTOS will either result in loss of
information� if data types are simply ignored� or in an
explosion in the size �usually in�nite� of the graph� if
data types are encoded in the gate names to give a
Basic LOTOS process

Similar equivalence checking tools exist for other
process algebras� for example� the Concurrency Work�
bench ��� These tools can be used with Basic LOTOS
because of the FC� ASCII format which encodes the
labelled transition system in a form readable by sev�
eral tools

The alternative to the graph�based approach is to
use tools which are based on syntactic reasoning� ie
manipulation of process algebra expressions via the in�
ference rules of the transition system or equations of
the chosen behavioural relation Thus� we can avoid
the need for a special representation for processes and
provide proofs which are simple and easy to follow�
being merely applications of the axioms of the rela�
tion The main drawback of this approach is the lack
of automation and high reliance on the skills of the



user� who must frequently guide the proof This may
also be seen as a bene�t� as such close interaction may
lend additional understanding of the system under ex�
amination Only a few tools are available for LOTOS
which work on this principle� the main one being the
tool of Inverardi and Nesi ��� �Another one� ���� uses
LCF to encode the inference rules� but it does not em�
ploy sophisticated rewriting techniques for proving the
behavioural equivalences�

We choose to adopt the syntactic approach for the
reasons given above� but also because we wish to con�
centrate our e�orts on one aspect of veri�cation� a fair
amount of work has been done already in the area of
graph�based equivalence checking We do not adopt
the tool of Inverardi and Nesi because it deals only
with �nite Basic LOTOS It is our intention to per�
form proofs over as much of the language as possible�
and although the proof system of Inverardi and Nesi
is claimed to be modular and easily extensible� this
is only true if the developer is familiar with Prolog
programming Our intention is to develop a system in
which the user only needs to know about the laws of
the LOTOS relation used� even in the case that new
laws or even relations have to be added

In the �rst instance we adopt a general rewriting
tool� on top of which we can build our specialised LO�
TOS rules We use RRL ���� to develop sets of rules
for LOTOS relations because it supports rewriting
and �Knuth�Bendix� completion modulo associative�
commutative axioms Sadly� such tools often have
poor user interfaces and we turn to PAM ��
� �Pro�
cess Algebra Manipulator� because of its generality
and nice graphical interface

The technique of property testing can be imple�
mented by a simulation tool� but the user then has to
perform the analysis of the behaviour manually Full
automation of property testing for LOTOS is given
by LOLA ����� which supports symbolic computation
This tool is very valuable because� unlike PAM� it is
also a prototyping tool which supports explicit testing
�ie state exploration� and Full LOTOS

Finally� we do not consider the automation of model
checking logical formulae with respect to LOTOS pro�
cesses here� see ���� for more detail on this for Basic
LOTOS processes

The speci�cs of the tools adopted are described in
more detail in sections �� and �� Our aim in this
paper is to describe our experiences with particular
tools� rather than to provide an exhaustive comparison
of LOTOS veri�cation tools

� Case studies
The two case studies presented in the following two

sections illustrate quite di�erent veri�cation require�
ments and approaches to discharging those require�
ments In the �rst study� veri�cation involves formalis�
ing and demonstrating satisfaction between two spec�
i�cations� and in the second study it involves formal�
ising and demonstrating that an undesirable property
does not hold for a speci�cation

More speci�cally� the �rst case study involves the
common veri�cation problem of demonstrating that a

desired relationship holds between a given speci�ca�
tion and a given implementation� ie the very realistic
case when the implementation has not been derived
from the speci�cation directly This case study� see
���� and ���� for more details� considers an abstrac�
tion of a real communications problem for which the
speci�cation� implementation and veri�cation require�
ments were laid down at the beginning The problem
was originally proposed by an industrial collaborator�
but is interpreted here as a login protocol� since the
real end�user application is con�dential

The second case study involves specifying the high�
level behaviour of a control device for a linear accel�
erator� or medical radiotherapy machine In this case
study we use LOTOS to specify the high�level control
processes� and then attempt to prove that the spec�
i�cations permit safe� or possible unsafe� behaviours
Thus� an initial activity is to identify the safe� and
unsafe� behaviours Several speci�cations are devel�
oped in ����� here� we concentrate on only two such
speci�cations �Note� veri�cation of some of the ac�
tual assembler software controlling such a machine is
contained in �����

In each case study� for brevity� we abuse the LO�
TOS notation and omit various nonessential features
�eg process gate parameters and termination type�
where possible

� Login protocol
This example involves four entities� A� B� C and D�

communicating as shown in �gure �� in which a box
represents an entity� and a e� represents a message
�sent in the direction of the arrow� Each message is
labelled by mx� where x is a number in f�� �� �� �� ��

g Informal interpretations of the mx are also given
in �gure � Messages of the form px or nx are positive
and negative acknowledgements� respectively� to the
corresponding mx messages�

We were initially given two formal descriptions of
the system� a speci�cation in the form of a group
of protocols describing separately the interactions be�
tween A and B� B and C� and B and D� and an imple�
mentation given by a group of processes correspond�
ing directly to A� B� C and D We were also given an
intuitive informal description of the system Close in�
spection of the formal descriptions� given by a gram�
mar� revealed inconsistencies with respect to the in�
tuitive informal description� in order to have a formal
description which matches our intuition we re�specify
the system� using LOTOS for the new descriptions
Samples of the new LOTOS descriptions are given in
the next section We deliberately do not remove obvi�
ous inconsistencies between the speci�cation and the
implementation because one of the problems we wish
to consider is the di�culty of reconciling the di�er�
ences between a speci�cation and an implementation

�Note that some messages only require a positive acknowl�
edgment� while others require both positive and negative ac�
knowledgments �see �gure 	
 � this is to do with the nature of
the messages which they acknowledge� e�g� it does not make any
sense to allow C to respond in a negative way to the message m�
�deallocate��
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Message interpretation�

m� � A requests a service of B

m� � B communicates with C

m� � B communicates with D

m� � D sends a message to B

m� � B deallocates C

m� � B deallocates D

Figure �� The Processes and their messages

not formally derived from that speci�cation
To help illuminate the system� we invented a pos�

sible interpretation of our own which provides some
intuition as to what happens in the system� although
it is not an exact match We view the system as fol�
lows� A is a user wishing to log�on to a system with
a username and a password C takes a username and
checks that it is valid D takes a valid username� ac�
knowledges receipt of the name� and then returns the
corresponding password B co�ordinates these activi�
ties to ascertain if A is a valid user and has supplied
the correct password B has an internal timer which
�times out� if D does not reply to the communication
within a previously set time limit B must send deal�
location messages to C and D when they are no longer
required Since we use Basic LOTOS to model the
example� the password and username are not in the
formal description of the system� a future extension
might be to move to Full LOTOS and to include these
features

��� The problem in LOTOS
Communication in the system is governed by proto�

cols P�� P� and P� Each protocol describes the inter�
face between just two of the processes in the system�
eg P� describes the interface between B and C� com�
pletely ignoring the actions of A and D This means the
alphabets of the LOTOS processes P�� P� and P� are
disjoint We give an informal description of just one
of the protocols� P�� below� together with its formal

LOTOS description
In the protocol P�� B sends m� to C which must be

acknowledged by p� or n� Following p�� B may or
may not send m� to C which must be acknowledged by
p�

process P� 	

m�� � n�� P�

� p�� �P� � m�� p�� P���
endproc

The implementation of the system is achieved by
four interacting processes As above we give only one
of the processes� for reasons of brevity

In a successful execution of B receive m� from A�
allocate C with m� p� and D with m� p�� then set a
timer because D must send m� within some time limit
When m� arrives cancel the timer and reply with p�
C and D are deallocated by m� p� and m� p� respec�
tively Finally signal the success of the transaction by
sending p� to A

This sequence of actions may fail in a number of
ways� either C or D could refuse to participate by re�
turning negative acknowledgments �n� or n��� or D
might not send m� within the time period� in which
case the timer �times out� In these cases reply n� to
A Deallocation of C and D occurs if and only if they
originally agreed to participate in the transaction� ie
if p� and p�� respectively� were sent

process B 	

m�� m��
� n�� n�� B
�p�� m��

� n�� m�� p�� n�� B
� p�� set�

� timeout� m�� p�� m�� p�� n�� B
� m�� tcancel� p�� m�� p�� m��

p�� p�� B���
endproc

Now we have formal descriptions of the speci�cation
and the implementation� we can try to verify that the
implementation is correct with respect to the speci��
cation Part of our problem is choosing the best way
to express this requirement formally

��� Formalising the veri�cation require�
ment

Given that we have two di�erent descriptions of the
system� the veri�cation requirement can be expressed
as� does the implementation �the processes A� B� C and
D� satisfy the speci�cation �the protocols P�� P� and
P���� ie

�A j B j C j D� sat �P� j P� j P�� ���

where sat stands for one of the LOTOS behavioural
relations �probably a congruence relation� therefore
the orientation of the equation doesn�t matter� and
the �j� operator denotes the general parallelism� j �l� j �
operator of LOTOS Variations of the events in the
synchronisation list� l� of the parallelism operator give
subtly di�erent combinations of the components of the



system� ie the combinator used in A j B may be dif�
ferent from that used in C j D� or P� j P�

An alternative approach is to consider re�ecting the
modular nature of the speci�cation �the protocols are
all disjoint� in our formulation of the conjecture to
be proved� possibly also simplifying the proof process
This gives

�A j B� sat P� ���

�C j B� sat P� ���

�D j B� sat P� ���

and the correctness of the system as a whole is ex�
pressed by ���� � ��� � ����

As they stand� equations ���� ��� and ��� are not
quite correct since the language of the left�hand ex�
pression may not be the same as that of the right�hand
expression� eg A j B will use events not mentioned in
P� The most straightforward way of ignoring these
events is to use the hide operator� but it may be pos�
sible to �nd an interpretation of sat which takes ac�
count of the extra events As discussed in section ��
our choice of relations in LOTOS is restricted to weak
bisimulation congruence� testing congruence and the
cred preorder None of these relations can abstract
away information about the events in the way we re�
quire for this example� therefore in formulating our
veri�cation requirement we hide the extra actions

A further problem� if we choose the modular formal�
isation of the veri�cation requirement� is that we must
be sure that satisfying the correctness of the parts is
the same as satisfying the system as a whole Since P��
P� and P� are concerned with distinct aspects of the
system� it seems likely that the veri�cation can safely
be split into parts In general� we can say that the
success or otherwise of this formalisation depends on
choosing the right methods of splitting up the system�
hiding unimportant events� making individual proofs�
and recombining the results

 From the above discussion we can see that there
are several ways of expressing the veri�cation require�
ment �if we consider the three di�erent behavioural
relations mentioned above as interpretations of sat��
and that none of them seems either more or less ap�
propriate than the others Indeed� this is one of the
problems of veri�cation� ensuring that the formalisa�
tion of the veri�cation requirement�s� re�ects our in�
tuitive picture of these requirements To try to gain
more understanding of the practical di�erences be�
tween di�erent formalisations we approach the veri�
�cation from an experimental point of view� we try to
prove each conjecture given by di�erent instantiations
of equations ���� ��� and ��� above in turn� starting
with the strongest behavioural relation and� if that
fails� progressing to a weaker one

More concretely� the general form of the conjectures
are

P� sat hide CDevents in

�A j�m�� p�� n��j B� ���

P� sat hide ADevents in

�C j�m�� p�� n�� m�� p��j B� ���

P� sat hide ADevents in

�D j�m�� p�� n��m��p��m�� p��j B� �
�

where
CDevents 
 m�� p�� n�� m�� p�� n�� m�� p��

m�� p�� m�� p��
ADevents 
 m�� p�� n�� m�� p�� n�� m�� p��

m�� p��
ACevents 
 m�� p�� n�� m�� p�� n�� m�� p��

and we replace sat in these equations by either weak
bisimulation congruence� testing congruence� or cred
�and then we also reverse the order of the operands�

��� Use of tools
Initially our strategy was to automate the proofs by

a general rewriting tool� namely RRL ����� tailored for
use with LOTOS by including a set of rules expressing
weak bisimulation congruence The rules are derived
from the laws for weak bisimulation congruence given
in ��	� The exact details of this rule set may be found
in ����

The advantages of this approach are that no special
implementation is required� that the system may be
easily extended to other relations just by de�ning new
rule sets� and that the proofs of equivalence are fully
automated if the rule set is complete� ie con�uent
and terminating Although we can obtain a complete
rule set based on a subset of the equations in appendix
B�� of ��	�� too many aspects of weak bisimulation
congruence are omitted

For example� in hand proofs a particularly useful
law is the one which allows us to convert instances of
the parallel operator into instances of action sequence
and choice If we add rules expressing this law to our
rule set it becomes non�terminating� leaving us with
a semi�decision procedure for the relation This was
not unexpected� since weak bisimulation congruence is
undecidable in general This requires us to alter our
proof strategy to include hand proofs in the case of
RRL asserting that two processes are inequivalent

During our �rst proofs with RRL we discovered
several de�ciencies in the approach The main one
was the inability to express recursion in the rewriting
framework� but we also found RRL to be in�exible and
di�cult to operate To solve both of these problems
we adopted a new tool� PAM ��
�� the process algebra
manipulator PAM is a rewriting tool� parameterised
on a de�nition of a process algebra� with some spe�
cial features built in to make de�ning and reasoning
about process algebra equivalences easier PAM also
has a nice graphical interface and is very easy to use
We have de�ned input �les for PAM which allow us
to manipulate processes using the equations of strong
and weak bisimulation congruence� branching bisim�
ulation congruence and testing congruence We also
have some rules relating to the reduction of processes
with respect to the cred preorder� however� these re�
ductions are sound only under certain conditions and
should be used with care

Essentially� PAM is an automated pencil and paper�
so although it helps with the book�keeping of a proof�



ie ensuring that axioms are applied correctly� record�
ing which axioms are applied� and eliminating tran�
scription errors� it can provide only partial automa�
tion of the proof because user guidance is required to
determine which rule to apply next A lesser drawback
is that PAM is limited to Basic LOTOS� however� we
hope that a new version of PAM� VPAM ����� will al�
low us to reason about Full LOTOS speci�cations If
we pursue this direction� a problem to be overcome is
that VPAM assumes the CCS model of communica�
tion �two�way synchronisation� whereas LOTOS has
multi�way synchronisation Note that PAM does not
su�er from this problem� the communication mecha�
nism is completely user�de�ned

Detailed descriptions of our experiences with RRL
and PAM may be found in ����� the next section gives
an overview of our results

��	 Results
An initial attempt to show the speci�cation is

equivalent to the implementation� using RRL� fails� re�
gardless of the relation chosen to replace sat in equa�
tions ���� ��� and �
� As mentioned above� this on
its own is not a conclusive result since we only have
semi�decision procedures for the relations Further ex�
amination of the normal forms �ie the terms obtained
by applying the axioms of the relation until no more
can be applied� of the left and right hand sides of the
equations highlights irreconcilable di�erences between
them and� in fact� we can show by hand that none of
these interpretations of the veri�cation requirement
holds The system is not correct

The reason for the failure of the proofs is that the
protocols constitute a partial speci�cation of the sys�
tem� and within process algebra we have only limited
ways of expressing this� ie using cred and�or hide
In this case this formalisation was not good enough�
mainly because the use of hide introduced nondeter�
minism to the speci�cation which was not present in
the speci�cation without the hide operator One way
to solve this problem is to adopt a di�erent formalism
and proof technique which can express partial speci�
�cations correctly� eg temporal logic Using process
algebra we have to construct the system� specifying
exactly which actions occur and the order in which
they occur When applying the hide operator we then
lose important information about why certain choices
are made in the system �they become nondetermin�
istic� On the other hand� a temporal logic formula�
tion of the protocols allows us to concentrate on the
events of interest and to express the notion that some
other events may occur� but without specifying ex�
actly which events occur� how many events occur� or
the order of occurrence Although our current work
pursues that possibility ����� here our aim is remain
within process algebra� allowing us to continue using
the tools already developed

Since the modular approach to expressing the veri�
�cation requirements fails� we try the approach which
compares the processes all combined with the proto�
cols all combined� as expressed in equation ��� No
relationship can be demonstrated here because there
is no meaningful way in which to combine the pro�

tocols since they are only partial speci�cations of the
system�s behaviour For example� we might consider
using the interleaving operator� jjj � since the protocols
contain no common events� however� this results in a
state explosion The resulting process contains many
traces which do not appear in �A j B j C j D�� and
which do not re�ect our intuition about the behaviour
of the system

Another way of viewing this problem is to say that
the environment in which we have placed the process is
not restrictive enough When we give a partial speci��
cation we are making assumptions about the environ�
ment in which that speci�cation is placed� and when
carrying out the veri�cation we must ensure that that
information is somehow included in the evaluation of
the system

For this example� information missing from the
speci�cation includes details of the timer and the cri�
teria by which success or failure in the system is mea�
sured These details can be speci�ed as processes and
added to the original protocols in a modular way us�
ing the constraint�oriented style of speci�cation ����
Since the full example is too large to be given here�
we illustrate the procedure with just one of the new
speci�cations

Success or failure in the system can be expressed as

process system 	
 m�� p�� system
� n�� n�� system
� n�� n�� system
� timeout� n�� system

endproc

We combine this process with the protocols� using an
appropriate synchronisation list

��P� j�p�� n�� n�� n�� m��j system� jjj P�� jjj P�

Combining the system process with P� �rst helps
avoid the state explosion resulting from the interleav�
ing of the three protocols

Following a similar procedure for the other informa�
tion missing from the speci�cation� we obtain a new
speci�cation which can be shown to be equivalent to
the original implementation� ie using RRL we can
�nally prove the veri�cation requirement is satis�ed�
as long as we modify the speci�cations to give �nite
processes �by replacing recursive process references by
exit�

Obviously it is not su�cient to be able to deal only
with �nite processes since concurrent systems typi�
cally display in�nite behaviour RRL is unable to
deal with in�nite processes� therefore we move to PAM
with which we can prove the veri�cation requirement
is satis�ed for the in�nite processes given above The
move to in�nite processes is not trivial as the syn�
chronisation properties of the processes change when
they are de�ned to be recursive These problems were
easily solved by a little trial and error

It is interesting to note that our intuitive ideas
about the veri�cation requirement of this system were
forced to change as a result of experimental formal�
isation and proof of the veri�cation requirement A



large part of our work has been in the trial and er�
ror of �nding out what we really wanted to prove�
and what we actually could prove Clearly� a di�cult
yet important task for the user of formal methods is
to formalise the exact property �or properties� to be
demonstrated� and one needs to be aware that there
are no hard and fast rules about how to do this

We now turn to the second case study

� Radiotherapy control device
This example concerns a dual mode linear acceler�

ator and is motivated by the reports of the Therac���
accidents ���� The machine delivers two kinds of radi�
ation therapy� electron and X�ray The electron beam
is used to irradiate the patient directly� using scanning�
or bending magnets to spread the beam to a safe and
therapeutic concentration The X�ray beam is created
by bombarding a metal shield� or beam �attener� the
electrons are absorbed by the shield and X�rays emerge
from the other side Since the e�ciency of producing
X�rays in this way is very poor� the current of the elec�
tron beam has to be greatly increased when used for
X�ray therapy

Our aim is to specify the high level behaviour of a
control device for such a machine in LOTOS� and to
verify the machine can only operate safely


�� The problem in LOTOS
There are events for altering the beam intensity and

the shield position� hb � high beam� lb � low beam� hs
� high shield� ls � low shield� and there are events for
choosing X�ray or electron mode� and for �ring the
electron beam� xr � X�ray mode� el � electron mode�
fire � �re beam

The !default� situation is that both the beam and
the shield are low� ie the machine is ready to irra�
diate directly with the electron beam Therefore� in
order to operate in X�ray mode� the beam and shield
are set to their respective high intensity and high posi�
tions� after �ring in X�ray mode� the beam and shield
are set back to their respective low intensity and low
position At any point during a radiation treatment�
the process may be interrupted and another type of
treatment may be chosen or the treatment restarted

The formal speci�cation of Control Device is
given below The top�level process is STARTUP which
calls the parameterised process SETUP to initialise the
machine and set the beam and shield to low� be�
fore calling the main process TREATMENT The process
TREATMENT o�ers a choice between the X�ray mode�
the electron mode� or termination by exit The pro�
cesses XRAY and ELECTRON specify the X�ray and elec�
tron mode behaviour �respectively�� both processes
call the process TREATMENT at the end of the !normal�
behaviour� and they may be interrupted� or disabled�
by the process TREATMENT at any point during the !nor�
mal� behaviour All events are externally visible


�� Veri�cation
This speci�cation can be deceptive� although it is

quite short� the use of recursion and the disabling op�
erator allows for many� possibly in�nite� behaviours
The state explosion is quite dramatic and validation
is not quite as simple as it might �rst appear

process STARTUP 	

SETUPlb�ls� ��
TREATMENT

endproc

process SETUPev��ev�� 	

�ev�� exit� ��� �ev�� exit�

endproc

process TREATMENT 	

�xr� XRAY�

� �el�ELECTRON�
� exit

endproc

process ELECTRON 	

�fire� TREATMENT�

� TREATMENT
endproc

process XRAY 	

�SETUPhb�hs� �� �fire� SETUPlb�ls�

�� TREATMENT�
� TREATMENT

endproc

Figure �� Control Device

Our particular interest is in the safety of the speci�
�cation We note that with respect to veri�cation� the
word safety is overloaded Here� we speci�cally mean
that life is not endangered However� we shall only be
considering safety properties� in the other sense� ie
properties which state that something bad should not
happen� as opposed to liveness properties which state
that something good should happen

The greatest danger posed by the machine is the
possibility of irradiating a patient directly with the
high intensity electron beam� this unsafe property is
characterised by�

The machine is unsafe when the electron beam is �red
at high intensity and the shield is in the low position�

In order to verify that the speci�cation is un�
safe�safe� we must show that unsafe property
does�does not hold� this requires a formalisation of the
unsafe property with respect to the speci�ed traces
We have explicitly chosen to de�ne the unsafe prop�
erty� since it is easier to identify the unsafe traces than
the safe ones Note also that we need not consider all
traces over all events� but only those traces which are
speci�ed behaviours of the machine One such unsafe
trace has the property that it begins with the initiali�
sation events �ie lb and ls occurring in any order��
and there is an occurrence of hb which is neither pre�
ceded by a hs nor succeeded by a lb or hs Thus� when
the �re event occurs� the beam is high and the shield
is low Formally� these are traces pre�xed by traces



of the form� ��lb�ls���ls�lb��� �not�hb�hs����
hb� �not�lb�hs�fire���� fire where we use the
notation � for zero or more occurrences� � for choice�
and not�x�y� to denote the choice of all events� ex�
cluding events x and y For example� one such unsafe
trace is� lb�ls�xr�xr�hb�xr�hb�el�fire Since we
have identi�ed a class of unsafe traces� namely the
traces are described by a regular expression� this sug�
gests that property testing is the appropriate veri�ca�
tion technique


�� Property testing
Testing in LOTOS is a form of state reachability

analysis on the underlying labelled transition system�
ie do certain events occur on all� none� or some paths�
or traces� from the root of the system Testing can
be carried out at the level of behaviour expressions�
by expanding �possibly parameterised� behaviour ex�
pressions� with respect to a given equivalence� in our
case� weak bisimulation congruence Property testing�
����� is a more abstract� and especially useful� form
of testing for a speci�c property The given property
is speci�ed as a LOTOS process� the test� which con�
cludes with a special user�de�ned test success event
The test process is then composed in parallel with the
process under test� synchronising on the observable
events in the test process� except the special test suc�
cess event Due to the multi�way synchronisation of
the LOTOS parallel operator� if the process under test
can perform the behaviour described by the test pro�
cess� then eventually the special test event will be ob�
served The tool we use to automate property testing
is LOLA ����� a simulation tool which operates by con�
structing and exploring the labelled transition system
corresponding to the LOTOS expression

Properties need not be de�ned by regular expres�
sions� indeed� any context�free language of traces can
be speci�ed in LOTOS Thus� property testing is a
valuable validation technique which has a formal ba�
sis

The LOTOS process UNSAFETEST in �gure � gives
the combined test and process under test� for this ex�
ample Clearly� if the test event tok can be reached�
then the machine is unsafe We would also like to be
able to conclude that if it cannot be reached� then the
machine is safe Of course� these safety judgements
are made with respect to the unsafe property de�ned
above


�	 Proving the speci�cation is unsafe
For automated assistance� we used two di�erent

tools� LOLA and PAM� employing slightly di�erent
implementations of the technique
Results with LOLA� Since LOLA is a test�

ing� or simulation tool� we carried out property test�
ing by simply expanding UNSAFETEST� looking for oc�
currences of tok �using the testexpand command�
Since UNSAFETEST speci�es nonterminating processes�
an expansion depth is required when performing the
expansions A judicious choice of depth proved to be
very important� too small and the test was rejected
because insu�cient process behaviour had been ex�
plored� too large and the heap was exhausted In
our case� on a Sun Sparc workstation� the test was

process UNSAFETEST 	

STARTUP

�fire�lb�hb�ls�hs�xr�el��
��SETUPlb�ls� �� TEST��� tok�exit�

endproc

process TEST 	

Not�hbhs ��
�hb� Not�lbhs� �� �fire� exit�

endproc

process Not�hbhs 	

fire�Not�hbhs

� lb�Not�hbhs
� ls�Not�hbhs
� xr�Not�hbhs
� el�Not�hbhs
� exit

endproc

process Not�lbhs 	

ls�Not�lbhs

� hb�Not�lbhs
� xr�Not�lbhs
� el�Not�lbhs
� exit

endproc

Figure �� Unsafe test

rejected when depth��� and memory was exhausted
when depth���" This experience con�rms the exper�
imental and possibly inconclusive nature of testing�
fortunately� the test passed with depth#�� Thus� we
may conclude that Control Device is not safe
Results with PAM� We may also express prop�

erty testing in terms of a relation between processes
which allows us to use PAM for this technique

To prove the device unsafe in PAM we use the fol�
lowing basic formulation of the property to be proved�

tok�exit cred �hide lb�hb�ls�hs�el�xr�fire�
in UNSAFETEST�

# true

The use of cred expresses the notion that at least one
trace of UNSAFETEST has the behaviour we are looking
for �the occurrence of tok�� although there may be
lots of other behaviours An equivalence relation is
too strong in this case as it would also take account
of these other behaviours All events other than tok
must be hidden in UNSAFETEST to make comparison
with tok� exit possible

To automate the proof� some further modi�cations
to the speci�cation are necessary because of limita�
tions of PAM� in particular� parameter passing is not
supported The main modi�cation� which is syntac�
tic� is that instead of having a parameterised process
SETUP as above� we have two processes SETUPH and
SETUPLwhich are hardwired versions of SETUPhb�hs�



and SETUPlb�ls� respectively The other processes
of the speci�cation are also parameterised �in correct
LOTOS�� but the list of actual parameters matches
the list of formal parameters therefore having no ef�
fect on the process behaviour� so we omit these freely

Using PAM and algebraic manipulation of the prop�
erty to be proved above� we are able to show that
the relation holds� and that therefore the radiother�
apy machine is unsafe This serves to reinforce the
result gained with LOLA


�� Proving the speci�cation is safe
A simple modi�cation to the speci�cation� to make

it safer� is to remove the parallelism in the pro�
cess SETUP� ie to replace the parallelism in SETUP
by� ev��ev��exit and to replace SETUPlb�ls� by
SETUPls�lb� Now consider verifying that this spec�
i�cation is safe

Property testing was a good technique for the �rst
speci�cation because it was unsafe� ie it passed the
unsafe test But now we want to prove that the unsafe
property does not hold� ie that the unsafe test is never
passed Property testing� in general� only provides
a semi�decision procedure when the processes under
investigation are in�nite� in these cases� test rejection
proves nothing conclusive as we can only try a �nite
number of test depths In addition� we can never be
sure that we have considered all possible test cases

However� testing can be used to reason about in��
nite processes if they have a �nite number of states
Namely� one way to prove that the test is never passed
is to transform the combined speci�cation into a set
of recursive equations and then examine the non�
recursive pre�xes to ensure that the test event does
not occur
Experience with LOLA and PAM� Initial

attempts with property testing were that for every
depth tried� as expected� the UNSAFETEST test was not
passed� and for depths��� the result was inconclusive
as the memory is exhausted So� what next�

While a major drawback of LOLA is the inability to
explictly manipulate expressions� a nice feature is its
ability to recognise multiple occurrences of the same
state Unfortunately� initial attempts to �nd a �nite
number of states failed� and we were� at �rst� ba$ed
by this However� the computer is always right �or at
least it was in this case"�� and by changing to PAM�
where the user is required to interact closely with the
terms of the proof� we discovered the problem In
our speci�cation� each expansion� or unfolding� of the
expressions involving the disable operator� �� intro�
duces another occurrence of that operator

Speci�cally� every expansion of TREATMENT��� in�
troduces a further TREATMENT����
TREATMENT��� We cannot simply replace the former
by the latter using the laws of bisimulation because�
in general� P � P is not bisimilar to P However� P�
� P� is bisimilar to �ie is a solution for� P when
they are of a certain form� for example� when P 
 P�
� a��P� � b�P� and P� 
 a�b�P� Note that P
is obtained here by the weak bisimulation congruence
expansion law for � applied to P� � P�

A similar argument allows us to unfold the speci�

�cation of TREATMENT���� avoiding the use of � al�
together The resulting speci�cation �of the altered
subprocesses only� is�

process ELECTRON 	

�fire� TREATMENT�

� TREATMENTfire�
endproc

process XRAY 	

�TREATMENT
�hb��TREATMENT

�hs��TREATMENT
�fire��TREATMENT

�lb��TREATMENT
�ls�TREATMENT�����

endproc

Given this speci�cation� we were able to �nd a set
of recursive equations after expansion in both LOLA
and PAM�

UNSAFETEST 
 lb� ls� T

where T is

TREATMENT
�lb�ls�hb�hs�xr�el�fire��
�TEST �� tok� exit�

After several unfoldings� we have

T 
 �i�stop�
� �xr���i�stop��T����el��fire�T��

The test event tok clearly does not occur on any �nite
trace and so we conclude �by unique �xed points� that
the test cannot be passed Note that with PAM we
draw this conclusion manually� because the implemen�
tation of the cred preorder does not allow us to prove
conjectures of the form �P� cred P�� # false� whereas
LOLA is able to recognise duplicate states and con�
clude automatically �for a speci�c depth� of course�
that the test is always rejected

Further extensions to this case study include in�
teraction with an operator and data types modelling
shield and beam positions and error messages For
brevity� we present only the introduction of data types


�
 A speci�cation in Full LOTOS
In this section we consider an extension to the

speci�cation which enables us to more explicitly rea�
son about� and avoid� unsafe behaviour Namely� we
would rather be able to check that we are not in an un�
safe state before �ring� than have to be concerned with
the way in which an unsafe state is reached Full LO�
TOS is ideally suited to modelling this need for state�
since values are not only o�ered with events� but also
processes may be abstractions over values Thus� our
processes may be parameterised by the status of the
beam and the shield and then� instead of reasoning
about the traces leading up to an event� we need only
consider the current status of the beam and the shield
before �ring



We now proceed to parameterise the processes by
the status of the beam and shield and to extend the
speci�cation to include the reporting of errors We
also use correct LOTOS syntax here� since it is now
important to indicate the observable events and pro�
cess functionality
Datatypes� Three datatypes� in addition to the

usual �library� type boolean� are required in this speci�
�cation� the type SHIELD� the type BEAM� and the type
ERROR The speci�cations of these types are given in
Figure �

The type SHIELD includes two constants� up and
down� and a test for equality

The type BEAM includes three constants� high� mid�
and low� and a test for equality Three values are in�
cluded to model the possibility that the beam intensity
may fall outwith the expected intensities A more de�
tailed speci�cation would include many more discrete
values for this type �perhaps it should be countably
in�nite�� but for our purposes� one value which is nei�
ther high nor low will su�ce

Finally� we include a type of errors� to indicate that
unsafe and nonstandard states have been reached
Processes� The processes are similar to those in

the �rst speci�cation� with the addition of parameter�
isation over beam and shield values� but there are a
few signi�cant di�erences

The �rst is that since we are no longer concerned
with traces� but rather with the status of the beam and
shield when a fire event occurs� the other events �ie
those which alter the status of the beam and shield�
and the choice of xray and electron mode� will be hid�
den

The second di�erence is that we have dispensed
with the process SETUP and perform the relevant set up
events sequentially �as in the safer speci�cation intro�
duced earlier� Also� while LOTOS does permit value
passing over process enabling �eg P �� accept x	X
in Q�� it does not permit value passing over process
disabling This is most unfortunate for us� but per�
haps understandable because the semantics of such a
construct would be quite complex� the values being
passed would have to depend on the point at which
the disable occurs Thus� as in the safer speci�cation�
we have expanded processes ELECTRON and XRAY� us�
ing the weak bisimulation congruence expansion laws
�and the �local� laws� ie the laws speci�c to this ex�
ample� referred to earlier�� though now we also include
the appropriate values

The �nal di�erence concerns the event fire In
processes ELECTRON and XRAY� the event fire is re�
placed by a process FIRE This process is also param�
eterised by a beam and shield value and !traps� the
unsafe�nonstandard situations by calling the process
ERROR� with an approriate error� this process then re�
turns to TREATMENT


�� Proving the speci�cation is safe
Now the unsafe test is formalised very concisely by

the event� fire�high�down If there are traces which
include this event� then the machine is unsafe Us�
ing LOLA� we �nd a set of recursion equations� as
before� and after examination� we conclude that the

type SHIELD is boolean
sorts shield
opns up� down 	 �� shield
�eq� 	 shield� shield �� bool
eqns
ofsort bool

up eq down 
 false�
up eq up 
 true�
down eq down 
 true�
down eq up 
 false�

endtype

type BEAM is boolean
sorts beam
opns high� mid� low 	 �� beam

�eq� 	 beam� beam �� bool
eqns
ofsort bool

high eq low 
 false�
high eq high 
 true�
low eq low 
 true�
low eq high 
 false�
high eq mid 
 false�
low eq mid 
 false�
mid eq low 
 false�
mid eq mid 
 true�
mid eq high 
 false�

endtype

type ERROR is boolean
sorts error
opns unsafe� nonstandard 	 �� error
endtype

Figure �� Beam� Shield and Error Datatypes



process STARTUPfire�	exit�beam�shield�	

hide lb�ls in
lb� ls� TREATMENTfire��low�down�

endproc

process TREATMENTfire��b	beam�s	shield�
	exit�beam�shield�	


hide xr�el in
�xr� XRAYfire��b�s��

� �el� ELECTRONfire��b�s��
� exit�b�s�

endproc

process ELECTRONfire��b	beam�s	shield�
	exit�beam�shield�	


�FIREfire��b�s� ��
TREATMENTfire��b�s��

� TREATMENTfire��b�s�
endproc

process XRAYfire��b	beam�s	shield�
	exit�beam�shield�	


hide lb�hb�ls�hs�xr�el in
TREATMENTfire��b�s�

� hb��TREATMENTfire��high�s�
� hs��TREATMENTfire��high�up�

� �FIREfire��high�up� ��
�TREATMENTfire��high�up�

� lb��TREATMENTfire��low�up�
� ls�

TREATMENTfire��low�down������
endproc

process FIREfire��b	beam�s	shield�
	exit	


hide err in
�b eq high� and �s eq down��

��ERRORerr��unsafe
� �b eq high� and �s eq up��

��ZAPfire��b�s�
� �b eq low��

��ZAPfire��b�s�
� not�b eq high� and not�b eq low��

��ERRORerr��nonstandard�
endproc

process ZAPfire��b	beam�s	shield�	exit	

fire�b�s� exit

endproc

process ERRORerr��e	errnum�	exit	

err�e� TREATMENTfire��low�down�

endproc

Figure �� Control Device with State

event fire�high�down cannot be reached Thus we
can conclude that this speci�cation is safe


�� Results
This study of the radiotherapy machine demon�

strates one of the clearest bene�ts of using formal
methods� uncovering design errors� Accordingly� the
proof of the existence of erroneous� or unsafe� be�
haviour of the machine was easier� and more convinc�
ing� than the veri�cation of the safer speci�cation

This study also demonstrates the usefulness of a
formally�based validation technique� ie property test�
ing and LOLA� often the simplest of techniques takes
us quite far in discharging proof obligations� though
it did� ultimately� break down as an automated tech�
nique When it did break down� we needed to change
to a less automated tool such as PAM which allowed
us to investigate the problem and then to recognise
the transformation� particular to our speci�cation� re�
quired

We took two approaches to speci�cation and test�
ing� one was trace� or history� based and the other
was state based In the trace based approach� we con�
sidered only the traces which were speci�ed as valid
machine behaviours� ie they all begin with lb or ls
A more comprehensive approach to safety would be
to consider all traces leading to unsafe behaviour and
then relate them to the speci�ed behaviour in order
to construct a fault�tolerant speci�cation Also� we
did not attempt to show� in a formal way� that our
speci�cation of the unsafe traces was a most general
description In the state based approach� it was much
easier to see that we have a most general description
of the unsafe behaviour� since it is captured succintly
in one �structured� event This example o�ers a good
illustration of how the speci�cation style can a�ect the
ease and techniques of veri�cation

A further feature of this study is that the dis�
able operator prevented a seemingly simple extension
from a speci�cation without values to one with val�
ues� since values cannot be passed over the disable
operator This suggests that this operator should be
introduced into a speci�cation with great care� and
that further properties of �� wrt the various con�
gruences and equivalences� should be studied �eg un�
der what conditions does P� � P� 
 P hold�� We
have also demonstrated the need� sometimes� to use
�local� laws� laws which do not hold for all processes�
in general� but do hold for the ones under inspection

� Discussion and Future Work
We found that the majority of veri�cation require�

ments were not generic properties� ie absence of dead�
lock or livelock� but properties speci�c to the applica�
tion Of course those properties may involve an in�
stance of a generic property Given this observation�
it is important to note that although veri�cation is
a highly formal� rigorous activity� it is only as useful
as the speci�er�designer�s intuition about the crucial
features of the system This means that there is also

�Unfortunately� neither formal methods nor good software
engineering practice were employed by the designers of the
Therac�� software� which did permit fatal radiation overdoses�



much informal reasoning about what is really going
on in the system and many failed proofs� relating to
incorrectly formulated properties or to errors in the
speci�cation� before we obtain our �nal veri�cation
result

Moreover� failed proofs are often more useful than
successful ones in that they can reveal faults in the
speci�cations One is therefore led to ask what do
�nal veri�cation proofs reveal� � only correctness
with respect to the particular properties which we had
the foresight to consider important

Equivalence and satisfaction requirements have tra�
ditionally been seen as the main focus for veri�cation�
and when �at least� two descriptions of the system are
given� it seems obvious to try to relate them using
a behavioural relation However� since most of these
relations are undecidable� the task can never be com�
pletely automated Moreover� a good deal of e�ort
has to be put into understanding the di�cult theory
underpinning the various equivalences and into deter�
mining how they relate to the actual veri�cation re�
quirements of that system The issues are considerably
more complex for LOTOS because of the interconnec�
tions between the data type and process parts

Detailed understanding of the underlying theory is
also important when a veri�cation process fails� one
must be able to distinguish between failure because a
property does not hold� and insu�cient theory to to
demonstrate that it holds

On the other hand� given a property which is easily
formulated in terms of traces� property testing is a
relatively easy and e�ective technique� even though
it too is underpinned by the more complex theories
of the bisimulation and testing relations Of course
property testing does not provide a complete solution�
since not all properties can be described in this way

A method of expressing more abstract properties of
a system is to use a temporal logic Although there
is some use of logic for Basic LOTOS� for example ���
and ����� the problem of adding data types has not
been fully addressed �We are aware of only one ref�
erence to Full LOTOS and logic� namely ���� To this
end� we are currently developing a new semantics for
Full LOTOS� which permits open processes �ie pro�
cesses abstracted over data�� and an associated tem�
poral logic ����

We did not address here in any depth how speci��
cation styles a�ect the veri�cation tasks� mainly due
to the lack of space In ���� and ���� more examples
of Full LOTOS speci�cations are given� these demon�
strate how the veri�cation process can become much
harder with the introduction of data types

We are continuing to explore these problems
through further case studies using LOTOS including�

� the design of side�stick controllers in �y�by�wire
aircraft �����

� the implementation of a general semaphore by
three binary semaphores�

� the equivalence of three speci�cations of the infa�
mous stack� written in entirely di�erent speci�ca�

tion styles� including very di�erent process�data
boundaries�

� a simulation of a railway network including single
and double track� and full four aspect signalling

	 Conclusions
Our major conclusion from these studies is that

there is not one notion� or concept� of veri�cation for
LOTOS� nor is there one equivalence�relation which
captures all the veri�cation requirements Moreover�
there are numerous techniques available for discharg�
ing the requirements

Formal veri�cation remains an extremely di�cult
task� with few models to follow A great deal of time�
and experience� is required to determine just what is
to be veri�ed� and then how it is to be veri�ed

Validation methods generally have better tool sup�
port� this means there is a quick gain in con�dence of
correctness Perhaps this is enough� since veri�cation
typically takes longer� requires more specialist knowl�
edge� and often fails to show what one set out to show
in the beginning However� we do believe that formal
veri�cation has a particularly vital role with reference
to high integrity systems In pursuit of evidence for
this conviction� we presented some of the speci�cations
�from the second case study� to colleagues for informal
veri�cation� in nearly all cases� the unsafe behaviour
was not detected Thus� some formal veri�cation is
clearly necessary when considering applications and
problems of this nature

To increase the uptake of veri�cation methods�
more guidance for veri�ers� in the way of more pub�
lished in�depth case studies and guidelines for carrying
out veri�cation� must be provided This document is
an initial attempt to ful�ll that need
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